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Abstract: Φ1 inch Dy3+ and Ge4+ co-doped bismuth silicate (Bi4Si3O12, BSO) single crystals with
the length of 80–100 mm were successfully grown by Bridgman method. They are transparent,
free of cracks and inclusions. The white residual at the top parts of BSO crystals disappears with
co-doping 1 mol% Dy3+ and more than 3 mol% Ge4+. The FWHM values of X-ray rocking curves
shows 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal possesses high crystallization quality. The intrinsic emission peak of
BSO and the characteristic emission peaks of Dy3+ ions are weakened with increasing the doping
concentration of Ge4+. 1 mol% Dy3+ and 3 mol% Ge4+ are the optimal concentrations due to high
crystallization quality and moderate emission intensity. The CIE coordinates and CCT values shift
towards warmer white light region with increased Ge4+ co-doping. The CCT values are close to the
ideal value of 3000 K for warm white light when 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal is excited by various UV
light. Increasing the temperature from 298 K to 573 K leads the luminescence lifetime to decrease from
659 µs to 645 µs. More than 95% and 80% photoluminescence intensity at room temperature is still
retained at 423 K and 573 K respectively. Dy,Ge:BSO crystals are potential candidates for fabricating
high power warm WLEDs.

Keywords: BSO single crystal; Dy3+ and Ge4+ co-doping; Bridgman method; warm white LEDs;
high power

1. Introduction

As a burgeoning technology, solid state lighting is rapidly developing and emerging as a
greener candidate to replace the existing technology in the lighting industry. Especially, white
light-emitting diodes (WLEDs) which made a major breakthrough in solid state lighting technology,
are considered as a candidate for superseding conventional incandescent and fluorescent lamps owing
to their advantages of long lifetime, low power consumption, high energy efficiency, good reliability,
compactness, and environmental-friendly characteristics [1–5]. The correlated color temperature (CCT)
rating for lamps is a general ‘warmth’ or ‘coolness’ measure of its appearance. Usually, WLEDs can be
generally categorized as warm WLEDs (<4000 K) and cool WLEDs (≥4000 K) [6,7]. A rating of 3000 K
is considered a more ideal CCT value for warm WLEDs with higher luminous efficacy of radiation
and more energy efficiency [8]. Compared with the cool WLEDs, warm WLEDs have lower CCT and
are closer to sunlight color, which is beneficial for keeping natural circadian rhythms in humans and
offering more visibility.

Commercial WLEDs are assembled by combining a chip with powder phosphors, which are
usually embedded in epoxy resins. This structure is unsuitable for fabricating high power WLEDs
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due to many drawbacks. The poor heat resistance of the epoxy resins cause the WLEDs to age more
rapidly and the temperature increase of the chip results in lower luminous efficiency. Compared with
powder phosphors, single crystals possess good anti-light irradiation, as well as good thermal,
mechanical, and chemical stability. The rigid cyclic symmetric structure of single crystals results
in high luminous efficiency of active ions. These are helpful for producing high power warm WLEDs
to obtain high stability, long lifetime, high luminous efficiency, and excellent color [9,10]. Some reports
have focused on yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG)-based fluorescent crystals for WLEDs, but its high
melt point (1950 ◦C) results in a high cost and some difficulties in crystal growth [11,12]. Comparatively
speaking, bismuth silicate (Bi4Si3O12, BSO) crystal which is an important scintillation material has
a comparatively lower melt point (1030 ◦C), as well as other superior properties—large specific
heat, small thermal expansion, high optical damage threshold, high optical transmittance, and high
hardness—render it more suitable for serving as a fluorescent host for high power LEDs [10,13–15].

In recent years, as an important lanthanide ion, trivalent dysprosium ions (Dy3+) were doped in
various fluorescent hosts and have been widely studied for WLEDs. Because the visible luminescence of
Dy3+ (4f9) excited by UV light mainly consists of three bands in blue (470–500 nm), yellow (570–590 nm),
and red (655–670 nm) regions, which results in white light emission. However, the CCT values of
many fluorescent materials—such as some fluoride, tungstate, borate and silicate—are close to or even
higher than 4000 K [16–26]. Our group has investigated the growth and properties of BSO crystals
for several years [10,14,15,27–31]. According to our previous work, the yellow bands in Dy3+ doped
BSO crystals are more intense than the blue bands [10], and when combined with the red bands they
may deduce lower CCT relative to other Dy3+ doped materials. Meanwhile, crystallization quality is
crucial for single crystal. However, due to the great difference of the melt point and density between
Bi2O3 and SiO2, there is always precipitated phase at the top of BSO crystals. It was reported that
doping germanium ions (Ge4+) in BSO crystals could effectively modify the crystallization behavior
and improve the quality [29]. However, the doping concentration of Ge4+ should be suitable because
doping too much Ge4+ would cause the lattice to become seriously distorted and induce new electron
traps, as well as lead to high cost [31].

To our knowledge, there are not many studies focused on crystal growth and luminescence
properties of Dy3+ and Ge4+ co-doped BSO single crystals (Dy,Ge:BSO). In this paper, we report the
growth of Dy,Ge:BSO single crystals by Bridgman method and demonstrate the capability of generating
warm white light under excitation in the ultraviolet (UV) region.

2. Materials and Methods

It should be mentioned that the optimal concentration of Dy3+ is 1 mol% as greater concentrations
lead to doping concentration quenching [10]. High purity Bi2O3 (5N), SiO2 (4N), GeO2 (5N), and
Dy2O3 (4N) were used as raw materials for Dy,Ge:BSO single crystals growth. These raw materials
were weighed according to stoichiometric equation ratio of formula (Bi0.99Dy0.01)4(Si1−xGex)3O12

(x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05) and mixed in a ball mill coated with polyethylene for 12 h. After that, the
mixture was held at 750 ◦C for 8 h and then ground to powder and mixed again in the ball mill for
3 h. The samples were put into the aluminum oxide crucible and held at 850 ◦C for 12 h to prepare
Dy, Ge:BSO polycrystalline powders. The feed materials were then put into the Pt crucibles to grow
single crystals in a modified Bridgman furnace. The furnace temperature was kept at 1080 ◦C to ensure
the feed materials melted completely. The crystal growth rate was 0.2–0.5 mm/h and the growth
direction was along z-axis. The crystals doped with different concentration were labeled as 1%Dy:BSO;
1%Dy,1%Ge:BSO; 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO; and 1%Dy,5%Ge:BSO, the number represents the molarity.

The X-ray powder diffraction of Dy,Ge:BSO crystal was collected with crushed clear crystals,
using a D/max-2200 PC type diffractometer (Rigaku Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at room temperature.
After the confirmation of the obtained phase, 2 mm thickness single crystal wafers were cut along the
growth axis and polished to optical grade for measurement. High resolution X-ray rocking curve of
the crystal plates were recorded by a Bruker HRXRD-5000 (Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA, USA)
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to examine the crystalline quality of Dy,Ge:BSO crystal. The excitation and emission spectra of the
samples were measured by a HITACHI F-7000 PL spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-Technologies Co.,
Tokyo, Japan) with a self-temperature controller, using a Xenon lamp as a light source. The CRI was
measured by HAAS-2000 high accuracy array spectroradiometer (Everfine Photo-E-Info Co., Ltd.,
Hangzhou, China).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Crystal Growth

The XRD patterns of Dy,Ge:BSO samples are shown in Figure 1a. Based on the PDF#35–1007, the
XRD spectrum shows that the diffraction peaks and relative intensity of the crystal samples are very
similar to those of BSO. That indicates that co-doping with Dy3+ and Ge4+ has a negligible effect on
diffraction data. So the crystals have a cubic structure with the I-43d space group, and the current
doping concentration does not induce any obvious peak shift or second phase. Since Ge4+ occupies
the positions of Si4+ and the ionic radius of Ge4+ (39 pm) is larger than that of Si4+ (26 pm), the lattice
constants of Dy,Ge:BSO samples become bigger with the enhancement of the Ge4+ doping level, as
shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. (a) Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals; (b) Lattice constants of
Dy,Ge:BSO single crystals plotted against Ge content.

The as-grown Dy,Ge:BSO crystals and their top parts are shown in Figure 2, (a) 1 mol% Dy3+

doped, (b) 3 mol% Ge4+ doped, and (c) 3 mol% Ge4+ and 1 mol% Dy3+ co-doped. All of the crystals
are 1 inch in diameter and 80–100 mm in length, while they are transparent and free of cracks and
inclusions. However, the top parts of them differ substantially. As can be seen from Figure 2a,b,
there is a white residual segregation layer at the top parts when mono-doping Dy3+ or Ge4+ ions into
BSO crystals. When 1 mol% Dy3+ and 3 mol% Ge4+ are co-doped in BSO crystals, the top part is
without any white residue, as shown in Figure 2c. The XRD patterns of the top parts for 1%Dy:BSO
and 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal are compared in Figure 2d. The top part of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal is
pure BSO phase, while the segregated phase of the white residue for 1%Dy:BSO is polycrystalline
SiO2 (tridymite). It should be mentioned that 1%Dy,5%Ge:BSO crystal is also free of the white residue.
Obviously, the white residual disappears until more than 3 mol% Ge4+ is co-doped. As the X-ray
rocking curves of 1%Dy:BSO and 3% Ge:BSO crystal are nearly the same, we just present the results of
1%Dy:BSO and 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystals for comparison, as shown in Figure 2e. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of these two samples are measured to be about 57” and 24” respectively, which
implies that 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal possesses higher crystallization quality. Thus, co-doping Dy3+

and Ge4+ ions with proper concentrations can substantially modify the crystallization behavior and
improve the quality of BSO crystal.
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3.2. Fluorescence Spectra

Taking valence states, crystallochemical behavior, and ionic radii of Bi3+ (103 pm), Si4+ (26 pm),
and Dy3+ (91 pm) into consideration, Dy3+ ions replaced Bi3+ ions site easily in BSO crystal. So the
site occupied by Dy3+ was the same as that of Bi3+ with C1 site symmetry based on crystallographic
structure of BSO. Figure 3a shows the photoluminescence excitation spectrum of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals
recorded by monitoring the emission at 574 nm corresponding to the 4F9/2→6H13/2 transition. It can
clearly be seen that a broad band in the range from 220 nm to 310 nm corresponds to the oxygen to
bismuth charge transfer band. Besides, the spectrum also displays five other bands centered at 324,
349, 363, and 391 nm in the UV region, which are attributed to the 4f–4f transitions of Dy3+ and from
6H15/2 ground state to 6P3/2, 6P7/2, 6P5/3, and 4I13/2 excited states, respectively. The fluorescence
emission spectra of Dy,Ge:BSO single crystals and powered Dy,Ge:BSO single crystals excited by
290 nm are shown in Figure 3b,c. The spectra mainly consist of three emission peaks located at 486,
574, and 662 nm, which correspond to the transitions of 4F9/2-6H15/2, 4F9/2-6H13/2, and 4F9/2-6H11/2,
respectively. Besides, pure BSO only has a broad emission band located at about 480 nm. The intrinsic
emission peaks of BSO peaked at 480 nm and the characteristic emission peaks of Dy3+ ions peaked at
486, 574, and 662 nm are weakened with the improvement of Ge4+ doping level.

Even though the emission intensity of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal is weaker than 1%Dy:BSO crystal,
it is still the optimal choice due to the high crystallization quality and moderate emission intensity.
The emission spectra of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal excited by 290, 324, 349, 363, and 391 nm is also
measured and presented in Figure 4a. Obviously, though the excitation intensity of 290 nm is not
the strongest, the emission intensity of the crystal excited under 290 nm is much stronger than
excited under other lights. It is indicated that the energy absorbed by Bi atoms is transferred to Dy3+.
The emission mechanism of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals is depicted in the partial energy level diagram, as
shown in Figure 4b.
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to the excitation peak centered at 363 nm in our samples. It should be mentioned that the intensity of 
this excitation peak is lower than that of the peaks located at 290 nm and 349 nm. This means our 
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the results mean that no significant change is observed and stable warm white light can be emitted 
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3.3. CIE Coordinates and CCT Values

In order to further investigate the emission color of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals, the Commission
International de L’Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity coordinates under different UV excitations were
calculated using the corresponding emission spectrum in Figures 3b and 4a, and are listed in
Table 1. As shown in Figure 5a, under the excitation light of 290 nm, the coordinates of Dy,Ge:BSO
crystals shift along the direction of warmer white light region when the concentration of Ge4+ is
increased. That means co-doped Ge4+ in Dy:BSO crystals is helpful to emitting warmer white light.
From Figure 5b, we can also see when 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal is excited by 290, 324, 349, 363, and
391 nm, the coordinate is (0.456, 0.457), (0.446, 0.432), (0.447, 0.435), (0.443, 0.428), and (0.443, 0.429),
respectively. If the wavelength of excited light is longer than 290 nm, all of the coordinates turn to
almost the same (0.45, 0.43) and are in the region of warm white light. Although the coordinates
deviate slightly from others under the excitation wavelength of 290 nm, it is still in the region of warm
white light. The inset is the polished 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal, emitting brightly warm white light
under 365 nm UV light illumination, which is the common wavelength of commercial UV LED chip
and just close to the excitation peak centered at 363 nm in our samples. It should be mentioned that
the intensity of this excitation peak is lower than that of the peaks located at 290 nm and 349 nm.
This means our samples can be more efficiently excited if a 290 nm or 349 nm UV-LED chip could be
developed. So the results mean that no significant change is observed and stable warm white light can
be emitted with variation of the excitation wavelength from 290 nm to 390 nm.
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In lighting industry, the quality of light emitted by any light sources is also examined in terms of
CCT [32], which demonstrates the temperature of the closest Planckian black-body radiation to the
operating point on the CIE chromaticity diagram [33]. Here the CCT values of Dy,Ge:BSO crystal were
evaluated using the equation as follows which proposed by McCamy [32]

CCT = −449n3 + 3525n2 − 6824n + 5520.33, (1)

where n = (x − xe)/(y − ye) is the inverse slope line and (xe = 0.332, ye = 0.186) is the epicenter.

Table 1. Comparison of coordinates and CCT values of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals, different Dy-doped
fluorescent materials and standards.

Samples Excitation
Wavelength (nm)

Coordinate
CCT (K) Ref.

x y

1%Dy 290 0.432 0.411 3139

This work

1%Dy,1%Ge:BSO 290 0.445 0.435 3103
1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO 290 0.456 0.457 3088
1%Dy,5%Ge:BSO 290 0.460 0.461 3058

1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO

324 0.446 0.432 3066
349 0.447 0.435 3072
363 0.443 0.428 3084
391 0.443 0.429 3091

Standard white 0.33 0.33 5455 [34]
Fluorescent tube – – – 3937 [35]
Tungsten lamp – – – 2836 [35]

Ideal warm white light – – – 3000 [8]
YAG Blue chip 0.29 0.30 5610 [36]

3%Dy:SrF2 349 0.333 0.337 5475 [20]
2%Dy:β-NaYF4 351 0.323 0.371 5860 [21]

2%Dy:Gd3Ga5O12 277 0.32 0.34 6073 [22]
1%Dy:CaWO4 353 0.363 0.407 4631 [23]

1%Dy:Li4CaB2O6 UV GaN 0.39 0.41 3983 [24]
1%Dy:Sr2SiO4 350 0.351 0.389 4884 [25]
5%Dy:CdSiO3 254 0.387 0.376 4000 [26]

Table 1 shows the CCT values of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals excited by 290 nm and the optimized
l%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal excited by different UV light. Besides, some standards and some other
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Dy-doped fluorescent materials are presented for comparison. It is clearly seen that the CCT values
of Dy,Ge:BSO crystals decrease with the enhancement of Ge4+ concentration, and fall in the warm
white light region (CCT ≤ 4000 K). When the optimized 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal is excited by different
UV light, the CCT values are in the range of 3066–3091 K. Compared with some standards, the CCT
values of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO are lower than those of standard white (5455 K) [34], fluorescent tube
(3937K) [35], YAG+blue chips [36]; higher than that of tungsten lamp (2836 K) [35]; and especially
very close to the ideal CCT value of warm white light (3000 K) [8]. Besides, the CCT values are
much lower than many other Dy3+ doped compounds, such as some fluoride, tungstate, borate, and
silicate [20–26]. Simple LEDs were fabricated by combining the commercial 365 nm UV-LED chips
with Dy,Ge:BSO crystals. The color-rendering index of 1%Dy:BSO; 1%Dy,1%Ge:BSO; 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO;
and 1%Dy,5%Ge:BSO was calculated under a forward-bias current of 30mA, and they are 64.3, 69.0,
72.8, and 76.0, respectively.

3.4. Thermal Stability

Thermal stability of fluorescence materials for WLEDs is one of the most important technological
parameters, high-power WLEDs should operate above 423 K [37]. Thus, it is important to evaluate
the thermal stability of fluorescent materials for practical application. The temperature dependence
of the decay curves of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal have been measured. The curves corresponding to
4F9/2-6H13/2 transition around 574 nm upon 290 nm excitation are presented in Figure 6a. Each decay
curve can be described to good approximation to a single exponential function in the temperature
range of 298–573 K, which indicates that Dy3+ occupies only one site. The lifetime value can be fitted as

I = I0exp(−t/τ), (2)

where I0 is the initial emission intensity for t = 0 and τ is the lifetime. The lifetime values are plotted
in Figure 6b as a function of recording temperature. As can been seen from Figure 7b, the lifetime
is slightly shortened from 659 µs to 654 µs as increasing temperature from 298 K to 523 K, and
then it quickly drops to 645 µs when the temperature rises to 573 K. This result shows the crystal
has high thermal stability. The drop of the Dy3+ emission lifetime indicates the presence of a typical
temperature quenching behavior between Dy3+ ions. In the thermal quenching process, energy transfer
may occur from Dy3+ to killer centers or to any other defect centers near the Dy3+ ions by thermal
phonon assistance.
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a function of temperature for 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal.
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Figure 7. (a) Temperature-dependent emission spectra and (b) integral intensity of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO
crystal excited by 290 nm at different temperature.

The temperature dependent emission spectra of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal, measured at various
temperatures ranging from 298 K to 573 K and recorded at the excitation of 290 nm, is presented in
Figure 7a. It is clearly observed that the shapes of the emission peaks are similar and no emission
bands shift at different temperatures. However, the intensity of the emission peaks decrease with the
incensement of temperature, which can be described by thermal quenching. The thermal quenching
temperature (T1/2) is defined as the temperature at which the emission intensity is 50% of its original
intensity. Thus, the value of the thermal quenching temperature can be deduced from the intensity
of emission peaks at different temperature. The thermal quenching temperature T1/2 is found to be
as high as 523 K. Furthermore, the normalized integrated photoluminescence intensity as a function
of temperature is illustrated in Figure 7b, the photoluminescence intensity increases gradually as
the temperature declines. The photoluminescence intensity of the crystal only decreases 4.8% of the
initial value when the temperature increases from room temperature to 423 K, exhibiting much smaller
thermal quenching than YAG:Ce3+ (~80%) [38], Y2O3:Eu3+ (~74%) [39]. Moreover, more than 80% PL
intensity at room temperature is still retained even at the high temperature of 573 K. Besides, as shown
in Figure 8a, the coordinates of 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal are near the coordinates of (0.46, 0.46) with
the improvement of temperature. The CCT value of it is improved just from 3088 K to 3190 K when
the temperature increases from 298 K to 573 K, as shown in Figure 8b. The above results definitely
indicate that 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal has excellent thermal stability.
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4. Conclusions

Dy3+ and Ge4+ co-doped BSO single crystals were successfully grown by Bridgman method.
The crystals are 1 inch in diameter and about 80–100 mm in length. All of them are transparent,
free of cracks and inclusions. When 1 mol% Dy and more than 3 mol% Ge are co-doped, the
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crystallization behavior of BSO crystals can be greatly modified and the top parts are free of white
residual. The FWHM values of X-ray rocking curves show 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal possesses high
crystallization quality. The intrinsic emission peak of BSO located at 480 nm and the characteristic
emission peaks of Dy3+ ions located at 486, 574, and 662 nm are weakened with increasing the
concentration of Ge4+. 1 mol% Dy3+ and 3 mol% Ge4+ are the optimal concentrations of Dy,Ge:BSO
crystals for high crystallization quality and moderate emission intensity. The CIE coordinates and CCT
values shift towards the warmer white light region with the improvement of Ge4+ doping concentration.
The CCT values are close to the ideal warm white light value of 3000 K when 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal
is excited by various UV light, which exhibits stable warm white light emission. The luminescence
lifetime of the crystal decreases from 659 µs to 645 µs with increasing temperature from 298 K to 573 K.
The shapes and location of the emission bands for 1%Dy,3%Ge:BSO crystal are unchanged with the
increment of temperature. The photoluminescence intensity only decreases 4.8% of the initial value
when the temperature increases to 423 K, and even more than 80% photoluminescence intensity at
room temperature is still retained at the high temperature of 573 K. The CCT value is improved from
3088 K to 3190 K by increasing the temperature from 298 K to 573 K. These results show that Dy,Ge:BSO
can be a promising candidate for fabricating high power warm WLEDs.
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